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              New Product: Revolve Boat Hook

              We've added a new product to our lineup, the Revolve Boat hook. The world's first rollable boat hook.
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              Are You Ready for the 2023 Season?

              The 2 things you need to do - now - to get your boat ready for the 2023 season.
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              PYI Is Now A Fendertex Distributor

              PYI is now a Fendertex fender distributor. Find out why Fendertex fenders are the best in the world.
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              R&D Marine Engine Mounts

              The R&D Marine Engine Mounts are designed specifically for the rigors of marine applications.
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                PYI Machine Shop Service

              

              PYI has a full service machine shop that specializes in quick turn around times at competitive prices. Focusing on small to medium sized runs using a diverse set of CNC lathes and mills. PYI's highly experienced team currently machines parts for the aerospace, marine, industrial and medical industries.
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                Boat Show Schedule

              

              PYI attends all the major national and some international marine tradeshows. To view the full boat show schedule with PYI booth locations visit the link below.
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              PYI Inc. is a leading manufacturer and distributor of high quality marine, boat, yacht, and ship equipment and supplies. PYI quickly responds to our customer's ideas and needs. Since 1981, PYI has never forgotten that our company cannot exist without our customers. Our goal is to provide quality as well as innovative marine equipment with an unsurpassed level of customer service. Our track record speaks for itself... Ask a fellow boater.
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                      I am just letting you know that my recently purchased Max-Prop Easy was one of the best pieces of gear ever install on my Tartan 37. I took the boat from New York to the Bahamas and am now back in Florida and will be headed back around the 1st of May. Easy is right! a breeze to install; performance is nothing less than outstanding. Thanks for a terrific product; and I also have you shaft seal that has been problem free since installation over 10 years ago. I will be ordering a replacement / service kit over the summer along with Velox coating for the prop when I have a haul out date. Cheers!

                    

                    
                      
                      

                      
                        Peter

                        CEO, TransTech

                      

                    

                  

                
	
                  
                    
                      I absolutely love the MaxProp. It has transformed our boat handling. Much more power and control in reverse, with little, actually no prop walk. I have done a number of maneuvers in all conditions and find that I can control not just the stern better but the whole boat in reverse and in forward, and navigate much better in close quarters in light air or wind. Oh my goodness I so much wish I had installed this prop several yers ago. So, while we still have issues with windage and tracking with the wing keel, I could not be happier with my ability to maneuver our boat effectively. The C400s a greta boat in so many ways, and finally being able to get on top of the boat handling issues is awesome. And we sail better also! Thanks for all your help!

                    

                    
                      
                      

                      
                        Hank

                        CEO, TransTech

                      

                    

                  

                
	
                  
                    
                      If anyone ever is dubious about the strength of the Max Prop mechanism, you might want to show them this letter. A few weeks ago a Little Harbor 54 was coming into Philadelphia from New Zealand as deck cargo on a container ship. She was supposed to have been offloaded into the water and then come to our yard to be rigged. As they were lifting the yacht off the ship a sling broke, dropping her ten feet or so onto the concrete. The 31 ton yacht fell stern first, destroying the rudder, causing extensive hull damage and breaking one blade of the three-blade Max Prop. Believe it or not, the Max Prop mechanism still works perfectly! The yacht is several years old and has been cruised ten of thousands of miles, but the Max prop works as smoothly as if it had just been installed. And that is after taking an impact sufficient to snap one blade like a potato chip. That is one hell of a piece of machinery!

                    

                    
                      
                      

                      
                        Peter Vanadia

                        Philadelphia Marine Services

                      

                    

                  

                
	
                  
                    
                      Hey Guys! I am just about to set up for recoating my decks with Kiwi Grip! I have to say when I applied the product (in 2011) I was a little doubtful of it's longevity...but it has held up amazingly well! This on a boat that gets raced every Wednesday night, cruised every weekend and partied on in between it has held up incredibly well...we are going to do the cockpit floor and seating areas as these get the worst of the wear! I have done several other boats for people in the intervening years and they all have held up great! Amazing product!

                    

                    
                      
                      

                      
                        Mike L.

                        S/V Bear's Mistress

                      

                    

                  

                
	
                  
                    
                      I own a Luffe 48. She is now 30 years young! Great boat but last year she suffered some rudder damage. The solution was to replace Rudder, bearings and rudder stock. It was recommended that we install a Jefa Rudder and bearings. I’ve been racing and owning race-boats for 40 years and would highly recommend Jefa Rudders and bearings. Beautiful design and very professional equipment. Jefa exceeded all my wishes.

                    

                    
                      
                      

                      
                        Dal B.
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    Contact Us

    	U.S. Headquarters
	12532 Beverly Park Road
	Lynnwood, WA 98087
	Tel: 425-355-3669
	Toll Free: 800-523-7558
	Fax: 425-355-3661
	www.pyiinc.com
	Office Hours:
	Monday - Friday, 7:30am - 4:30pm PST


    	European Headquarters
	Zl du Capitou, 85 rue Louis Lepine,
	83600 Frejus - France
	Tel: +33 4 94 53 27 70
	Fax: +33 4 94 53 26 62
	www.seaviewprogress.com


    	UK Office
	Tel: +44 (0) 7393 556751
	www.seaviewprogress.com
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